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Rainfall kinetic energy has been linked to linear, exponential, logarithmic, and power-law functions using rainfall intensity as an
independent variable. The power law is the most suitable mathematical expression used to relate rainfall kinetic energy and rainfall
intensity. In evaluating the rainfall kinetic energy, the empirical power laws have shown a larger deviation than other functions.
In this study, universal power law between rainfall kinetic energy and rainfall intensity was proposed based on the rainfall power
theory under an ideal assumption that drop-size is uniformly distributed in constant rainfall intensity. An exponent of the proposed
power law was 11/9 and coefficient was estimated at 10.3 from the empirical equations of the existing power-law relation. The rainfall
kinetic energy calculated by universal power law showed >95% concordance rate in comparison to the average values calculated
from exponential and logarithmic functions used in soil erosion model such as USLE, RUSLE, EUROSEM, and SEMMA and
<5% relative difference as compared to the average rainfall kinetic energies calculated by other empirical functions. Therefore, it is
expected that power law of ideal assumption may be utilized as a universal power law in evaluating rainfall kinetic energy.

1. Introduction
Soil erosion is a natural process in all landform evolution
and soil degradation along with various environmental problems. In water erosion, the impact of raindrop on the soil
surface disperses soil aggregates. The rainfall kinetic energy
is one of the useful indicators in the potential ability of
rainfall for separating soil particles from the soil surface.
Basically, the rainfall kinetic energy results from the kinetic
energy of individual raindrops that strikes the soil. The
calculation of the rainfall kinetic energy requires drop-size,
drop-velocity, and drop-volume measurements as well as
drop-size distribution (DSD). DSD data has been obtained
using various techniques such as filter paper, flour pellet,
camera, optical array, and meteorological radar [1–7]. The
rainfall kinetic energy can be calculated by the measured
DSD combined with empirical 𝑉𝑡 (𝐷) laws [8–10], direct
measurement using a pressure transducer or acoustic devices

[11, 12] or using an Optical Spector Pluviometer allowing the
real time measurement of drop-size and drop-velocity [7].
Many empirical equations of the rainfall kinetic energy (𝐸𝑘 )
linked to the easily available rainfall intensity (𝐼) are proposed
on the basis of drop-size and drop-velocity measurements.
The empirical equations for the rainfall kinetic energy in
various mathematical expressions have been developed in
the form of power-law, exponential, logarithmic, and linear
functions.
In the empirical soil erosion models, the rainfall kinetic
energy has been used as erosivity factor of splash erosion,
sheet erosion, and rill erosion modeling [13–16]. USLE [13],
soil erosion models based on agricultural area in the United
States, used a logarithmic function of rainfall kinetic energy
developed by Wischmeier and Smith [13], and RUSLE [14]
used an exponential function proposed by Brown and Foster
[17]. Under the assumption based on the DSD measurements
[18], EUROSEM [15], the representative soil erosion model
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in Europe, used a logarithmic function presented by Brandt
[19]. SEMMA [16] developed in South Korea adopted an
exponential function of Van Dijk et al. [20]. However, they
require the validation in a wide range of environmental
settings since these functions were focused on restricted
areas with different environmental settings and measurement
technique.
There are no distinct criteria on what is the most suitable
function as rainfall erosivity factor of the soil erosion. Many
researchers suggested that the maximum value of the rainfall
kinetic energy exists in the natural rainfall events [3, 17,
21–24]. The exponential function which converges to the
limited value was judged to be function that better describes
the relationship between rainfall kinetic energy and rainfall
intensity [3, 25] because there is no upper limit in the powerlaw, logarithmic, and linear functions. Van Dijk et al. [20]
proposed a general equation of the exponential type from the
measured data through a literature review on the relationship
between rainfall kinetic energy and rainfall intensity. The
empirical power-law relation from the observation of rainfall
intensity and radar reflectivity factors using a statistical
model of the DSD was presented by Smith and de Veaux
[26]. In particular, Salles et al. [27] proved that the timespecific kinetic energy is the most appropriate expression of
the empirical law between rainfall kinetic energy and rainfall
intensity in the statistical and physical basis and presented
that the power law between rainfall kinetic energy and
rainfall intensity is the most suitable mathematical function
as considering the DSD models.
The existing empirical equations between rainfall kinetic
energy and rainfall intensity showed significantly different
coefficients according to geographical location and measurement technique. Therefore, it is not easy to apply in other
countries or regions having different types of rainfall [4, 20,
28]. In particular, power law in calculation of rainfall kinetic
energy shows larger deviation compared to exponential and
logarithmic functions [26, 29]. There were few cases that
the power law had been used as rainfall erosivity index in
developed soil erosion models although it is simple and
suitable mathematical expression. Therefore, it is necessary to
present the representative power law obtained from various
rainfall kinetic energy equations. This study attempts to
propose a new equation of power law based on the rainfall
power theory under the ideal assumption that drop-size
is uniformly distributed in constant rainfall intensity. In
addition, our newly proposed power law is evaluated through
comparing with existing empirical equations.

2. Theory
2.1. Relationship between Rainfall Kinetic Energy and Rainfall Intensity. In general, the relationships between rainfall
kinetic energy and rainfall intensity are presented in the form
of exponential [4, 17, 24, 28, 30–34], logarithmic [3, 13, 28, 34–
37], linear [24, 28, 38–40], and power-law [26, 28, 29, 33, 41,
42] functions.
The rainfall kinetic energy can be expressed in two
ways of volume-specific and time-specific kinetic energy. The
volume-specific kinetic energy is expressed as the amount
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of rainfall kinetic energy expended per unit volume of rain
[13, 20, 36, 43] while time-specific kinetic energy is the
rate of expenditure of rainfall kinetic energy or rainfall
power and expressed as rainfall kinetic energy expended per
unit area and per unit time [3, 26, 29]. In the relationship
between rainfall kinetic energy and rainfall intensity, the
two expressions of volume-specific rainfall kinetic energy
𝐸𝑘-mm (J/m2 /mm) and time-specific rainfall kinetic energy
𝐸𝑘-time (J/m2 /h) are related to each other through the rainfall
intensity as shown in the following:
𝐸𝑘-time = 𝐼𝐸𝑘-mm .

(1)

As reported by Sempere-Torres et al. [39], the scatterplots
of 𝐸𝑘-time -𝐼 have less heteroscedasticity than those of 𝐸𝑘-mm -𝐼,
and 𝐸𝑘-mm is more sensitive to the DSD of rainfall [27] so that
the connection of 𝐸𝑘-time with 𝐼 is more suitable compared
to 𝐸𝑘-mm . Therefore, this study investigates the relationship
between time-specific rainfall kinetic energy (hereafter, 𝐸𝑘 )
and rainfall intensity.
Exponential, logarithmic, linear, and power-law functions of time-specific rainfall kinetic energy can be expressed
as general equations using empirical coefficients of 𝑎, 𝑏, and
𝑐 as shown in the following equations:
𝐸𝑘 = 𝑎𝐼 (1 − 𝑏e−𝑐𝐼 ) ,

(2)

𝐸𝑘 = 𝐼 (𝑎 + 𝑏log𝐼) ,

(3)

𝐸𝑘 = 𝑎 (𝐼 − 𝑏) ,

(4)

𝐸𝑘 = 𝑎𝐼𝑏 .

(5)

Reported empirical relationships between rainfall kinetic
energy and rainfall intensity are summarized in Table 1. In
case of exponential function developed widely, only reliable
functions organized by Salles et al. [27] and Van Dijk et
al. [20] were reported as considering the range of rainfall
intensity and the number of observations and determination
coefficient of measured data. Also, the linear and logarithmic
function include the reliable empirical equations along with
equations organized by Salles et al. [27]. Representative forms
of the power law include six typical power laws presented
using DSD data from the Illinois State Water Survey of
the Unites States [26] and six different sets on power law
between rainfall related variables and rainfall intensity were
presented based on different assumptions regarding the
rainfall intensity dependence of the DSD parameters [29].
With continuous and direct drop-size and drop-velocity
measurements, kinetic energy equations recently developed
in the Republic of Korea were organized in Table 1 [33, 34, 42].
2.2. Review of Mathematical Power Laws. Many researchers
demonstrated that a power law is the most suitable mathematical function between rainfall kinetic energy and rainfall
intensity [27, 44]. Therefore, the power law presented by
Salles et al. [27] is summarized in these passages to understand a mathematically rational power law used to link 𝐼
with 𝐸𝑘 .

Linear
function

Logarithmic
function

Exponential
function

Equation
forms

Sempere-Torres et al., 1992 [39]
Usón and Ramos, 2001 [40]
Fornis et al., 2005 [28]

Rosewell, 1986 [24]

Kinnell, 1981 [3]

Brandt, 1990 [37]
Fornis et al., 2005 [28]
Lee and Won, 2013 [34]
Hudson, 1965 [38]

Kinnell, 1981 [3]

Azevedo Coutinho and Pereira Tomás, 1995 [31]
Jayawardena and Rezaur, 2000 [32]
Fornis et al., 2005 [28]
Lim et al., 2012 [33]
Lee and Won, 2013 [34]
Wischmeier and Smith, 1958 [13]
Onaga et al., 1988 [35]
Zanchi and Torri, 1980 [36]

McIsaac, 1990 [4]

Brown and Foster, 1987 [17]

Rosewell, 1986 [24]

Kinnell, 1981 [3]

Blanchard, 1953 [30]

References
23.7
29.3
29.2
29.0
26.4
29.0
29.2
28.8
35.9
36.8
30.8
24.3
30.0
11.9
9.81
9.81
17.1
9.71
8.95
11.93
6.04
29.9
30.1
29.9
24.5
24.8
34.0
23.4
29.0

𝑎
0.710
0.281
0.894
0.596
0.669
0.720
0.510
0.450
0.559
0.691
0.550
0.730
0.740
8.73
10.6
11.25
5.23
9.26
8.44
7.82
12.37
4.29
5.48
4.29
1.25
1.29
5.59
0.77
2.47

𝑏
0.031
0.018
0.048
0.040
0.349
0.050
0.011
0.033
0.034
0.038
0.031
0.130
0.068

𝑐
0–127
2–309
19–229
1–146
1–161
0–250
2–170
1–194
0–120
0–150
0–142
0–142
1–108
n.a
n.a
1–140
2–309
19–227
0–105
0–142
1–108
n.a
2–309
19–227
1–146
1–161
20–100
0–20
0–142

𝐼 (mm/h)
29
200
50
13,438
6,360
315
19,000
18,021
8190
18
5822
1,841
25,017
n.a
n.a
n.a
315
200
92
5822
25,017
n.a
315
200
13,438
6,360
n.a
n.a
5822

Number observation

Honolulu, Hawaii, USA/670–2250 m
Miami, Florida, USA/3 m
Rhodesia from Hudson [11]/1230 m
Gunnedah, Australia/305 m
Brisbane, Australia/25 m
MS, USA/180 m
Majuro, Marshall Islands/3 m
Pina Range/Fort Sherman, Panama/50 m
Mértola, Algarve, Portugal/21 m
Hong Kong/50 m
Cetral, Cebu, Philippine/44 m
Chungcheong, South Korea/58 m
Gangwon, South Korea/842 m
Washington, USA; from Laws and Parsons [2]
Okinawa, Japan
Firenze, Central Italy/90 m
Miami, Florida/3 m
Rhodesia from Hudson [11]/1230 m
USA, DSD from Marshall and Palmer [18]/35 m
Cetral, Cebu, Philippine/44 m
Gangwon, South Korea/842 m
Zimbabwe
Miami, Florida, USA/3 m
Rhodesia from Hudson [11]/1230 m
Gunnedah, Australia/305 m
Brisbane, Australia/25 m
Cevennes, France
North-East, Spain
Cetral, Cebu, Philippine/44 m

Location/altitude

Table 1: Empirical relationships between time-specific rainfall kinetic energy (𝐸𝑘 , J/m2 /h) and rainfall intensities (𝐼, mm/h).
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Power Law
function

Equation
forms

Steiner and Smith, 2000 [41]
Fornis et al., 2005 [28]
Kim et al., 2010 [42]
Lim et al., 2012 [33]

Uijlenhoet and Stricker, 1999 [29]

Smith and de Veaux, 1992 [26]

References

𝑏
1.21
1.23
1.24
1.17
1.18
1.14
1.32
1.29
1.17
1.28
1.06
1.35
1.25
1.19
1.19
1.13

𝑎
13.0
11.0
18.0
11.0
10.0
11.0
7.20
8.53
8.46
8.89
10.8
7.74
11.0
12.1
9.6
15.1

𝑐

n.a
0–142
0–38
0–142

0–105

n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
0–240
n.a

𝐼 (mm/h)

Table 1: Continued.

n.a
5822
423
1,841

92

n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a
n.a

Number observation

Northern Mississippi, USA
Cetral, Cebu, Philippine/44 m
Gyeoggi, South Korea/115 m
Chungcheong, South Korea/58 m

Based on Marshall and Palmer [18]
parameterization/35 m

Oregon, USA
Alaska, USA
Arizona, USA
New Jersey, USA
North Carolina, USA
Florida, USA

Location/altitude
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The time-specific rainfall kinetic energy 𝐸𝑘 (J/m2 /h), the
rainfall kinetic energy flux density [41, 45], is calculated by
the DSD and drop-velocity measurement data:
𝐸𝑘 = 3.6 × 10−3

𝜌𝜋
∑𝑋 (𝐷𝑖 ) 𝐷𝑖3 𝑉𝑡2 (𝐷𝑖 ) ,
12 𝑖

(6)

where 𝜌 is the water density (kg/m3 ) in standard conditions,
𝐷𝑖 is a diameter of raindrop (cm), 𝑋(𝐷𝑖 ) is the number of
drops with diameter 𝐷𝑖 arriving per unit time and per unit
area, and 𝑉𝑡 (𝐷) is the terminal fall velocity of a raindrop with
diameter 𝐷𝑖 .
Rainfall intensity 𝐼 (mm/h) is derived from the droplet
flux density:
𝜋
𝐼 = 3.6 ∑𝑋 (𝐷𝑖 ) 𝐷𝑖3 .
6 𝑖

(7)

Sempere-Torres et al. [44, 46] mentioned the various
mathematical expressions of the DSD described by exponential, gamma, lognormal, or Weibull distribution functions
[18, 47–49] and presented that all DSD models follow the
power law as the most appropriate relationship between 𝐸𝑘
and 𝐼. The general formulation of the DSD using 𝐼 as reference
variable is expressed as follows:
𝑁 (𝐷, 𝐼) = 𝐼𝛼 𝑔 (𝐷𝐼−𝛽 ) .

(8)

The general formulation of an analytical relation between 𝐸𝑘
and 𝐼 is expressed by raindrop flux density replacing DSD and
the terminal fall velocity:
𝐸𝑘 = 3.6 × 103

𝜌𝜋 𝛼 𝐷max
𝑔 (𝐷𝐼−𝛽 ) 𝐷3 𝑉𝑡2 (𝐷) 𝑑𝐷.
𝐼 ∫
12
𝐷min

(9)

Using a terminal fall velocity 𝑉𝑡 (𝐷) = 𝑎0 𝐷𝑏0 and the variable
𝑥 = 𝐷𝐼−𝛽 (9) becomes
𝐸𝑘 = 3.6 × 103

𝜌𝜋 𝛼+𝛽(4+3𝑏0 ) 𝑥max
𝑔 (𝑥) 𝑥3(𝑏0 +1) 𝑑𝑥.
𝐼
∫
12
𝑥min

(10)

The remaining terms except 𝐼 are defined as 𝐴 being a
constant. If 𝑉𝑡 (𝐷) proposed by Atlas and Ulbrich [50] is used,
𝐴 and 𝐸𝑘 can be expressed simply as follows:
𝐸𝑘 = 𝐴𝐼1+1.34𝛽 .

(11)

The exponent of the relation between 𝐸𝑘 and 𝐼 depends
on only one variable 𝛽. In various climate conditions, the
coefficient 𝐴 is well expressed by gamma distribution with
a single free variable 𝜇 presented by Sempere-Torres et al.
[46] or Salles et al. [51]. Therefore, the coefficient 𝐴 is simply
expressed below:
𝐴 = 1288.17𝜇−1.34 .

(12)

Finally, the power law of 𝐸𝑘 (J/m2 /h) presented by
Salles et al. [27] is described as follows:
𝐸𝑘 = 1288.17𝜇−1.34 𝐼1+1.34𝛽 .

(13)

In the presented 𝐸𝑘 -𝐼 relationship, the parameters 𝜇 and
𝛽 are linked to the type of microphysical process related to the
growth of raindrops [27]. In the previously reported studies,
𝜇 is applicable to the range between 30 and 40. Typical values
around 30 are related to convective rainfall [44, 46, 51] and
the values 𝜇 = 40 and 𝜇 = 50 are commonly associated with
stratified rainfall [18] and drizzle [52], respectively. Regarding
the parameter 𝛽, Marshall and Palmer [18] reported values
around 0.12 to 0.15 are suitable to convection rainfall and
the value 𝛽 = 0.21 is related to a wide range of stratified
rainfall. In the general form of given power law in (5), the
coefficient and exponent are transformed into mathematical
power functions of Salles et al. [27] as shown below:
𝑎 = 1288.17𝜇−1.34 ,
𝑏 = 1 + 1.34𝛽.

(14)

The coefficient 𝑎 of the power law is 13.5 for convective
rainfall and 9.2 for the wide range of stratified rainfall. The
exponent 𝑏 varies from 1.0 to 1.4, and the values around 1 are
suitable for strong rainfall.

3. Establishment of Ideal Equation for
Rainfall Power
Despite the definition of the functional relationship between
rainfall kinetic energy and rainfall intensity, exponents and
coefficients of the power law are largely different depending
on parameters such as rainfall type, geographical location,
and measurement techniques. Therefore, a general equation
which represents empirical power law is required to evaluate
soil erosion in the area where there is no measurement
data of rainfall kinetic energy. The power of raindrop falling
on the surface soil is derived theoretically under the ideal
assumption that the diameter of raindrop is uniform for
constant rainfall intensity. This assumption is based on the
judgment that the error caused by this ideal assumption
would be smaller than the difference in rainfall kinetic
energies estimated by various types of empirical power law
[26, 29].
The power of raindrop particles striking on the surface
soil is defined by the multiplication of the force and terminal
velocity of freefalling raindrop:
𝑃𝑅 = ∑ 𝐹𝑅 𝑉𝑡 (𝐷) ,

(15)

where rainfall power 𝑃𝑅 is the expended energy per unit
area and per time (J/m2 /s), the force of rainfall 𝐹𝑅 is the
water weight per unit area (N/m2 ), and 𝑉𝑡 (𝐷) is the terminal
velocity of raindrop (m/s).
Atlas and Ulbrich [50] have suggested the power law
based on the terminal velocity data presented by Gunn and
Kinzer [9]; the terminal fall velocity is proportional to the
diameter of raindrop:
𝑉𝑡 (𝐷) = 17.67𝐷0.67 ,
where 𝐷 is mean diameter (cm) of uniform raindrop.

(16)
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A freefalling raindrop is affected by gravity and the
resistance force. The velocity of a falling raindrop keeps the
steady condition when two forces are equal. The terminal fall
velocity can be expressed as reported by Zhou et al. [53]:
𝐷 𝜌𝑔
)
6𝐾

,

(17)

where 𝑔 is the acceleration by gravity (m/s2 ) and 𝐾 is
the constant in the certain range of raindrop diameter
(kg s/m3 ). Therefore, the relationship of the terminal velocity
and raindrop diameter is expressed as 𝑉𝑡 (𝐷) ∝ 𝐷2/3 .
If the raindrop flux density 𝑋(𝐷) is the number of
raindrops with a uniform diameter 𝐷 per unit area and per
unit time, rainfall intensity equation can be expressed simply
as follows:
𝜋
𝑋 (𝐷) 𝐷3 .
𝐼=
0.6

(18)

The above equation is expressed into the equation of
uniform diameter of raindrop as follows:
𝐷=[

1/3
𝐼
] .
0.6𝜋𝑋 (𝐷)

(19)

The uniform diameter in (19) is substituted in the terminal velocity of (16) and it is then substituted in rainfall power
equation as follows:
𝑃𝑅 = 17.67 [

2/9
𝐼
] ∑ 𝐹𝑅 .
0.6𝜋𝑋 (𝐷)

(20)

Since the weight of rainfall per unit area is the product of
the specific weight and rainfall amount, it is derived from
∑ 𝐹𝑅 = 10−3 𝛾𝑤 𝑅,

(21)

where 𝛾𝑤 is the unit weight of raindrop water (N/m3 ) and the
amount of rainfall 𝑅 (mm) has relationship of 𝑅 = 𝐼 ⋅ 𝑡 with
rainfall intensity.
When the weight of rainfall in (21) is substituted in the
rainfall power equation, it is expressed as in the following:
𝑃𝑅 =

150𝑡
𝑋 (𝐷)2/9

𝐼

11/9

.

(22)

If the equation of rainfall power per unit area (J/m2 /s)
is converted to the equation of time-specific rainfall kinetic
energy (J/m2 /h), and time 𝑡 is 1 hour, the ideal equation of
rainfall power is derived as follows:
𝐸𝑘 =

150
𝑋 (𝐷)2/9

𝐼11/9 .

(23)

Therefore, time-specific rainfall kinetic energy (𝐸𝑘 ) from
rainfall power theory is proportional to 11/9 power of rainfall
intensity 𝐼 and is in inverse proportion to 2/9 power of the
number of raindrops, 𝑋(𝐷).

Coefficient of power law, a

𝑉𝑡 (𝐷) = (

1/3

2

14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0

y = −21.95x + 37.13
R2 = 0.471

4.0
2.0
0.0
1.10

1.15

1.20
1.25
1.30
Exponent of power law, b

1.35

1.40

Figure 1: Relationship between coefficients and exponents of
empirical power laws.

The exponent 11/9 of rainfall power function was theoretically derived from ideal assumption that the drop-size is
uniform in constant 𝐼. The coefficient can be calculated if the
number of raindrops is identified. DSD to describe a population of falling drops obviously depends on the diameter and 𝐼
[44] influenced by location, climate, and rainfall type [44].
Therefore, the coefficient can be obtained from the power
laws developed based on empirically available DSD expressed
by many researchers. In Table 1, the maximum (𝑎 = 18.0,
𝑏 = 1.24) and minimum (𝑎 = 10.8, 𝑏 = 1.06) kinetic energy
equations which show > 30% difference from the calculated
rainfall kinetic energies are excluded from regression analysis
of empirical power laws. The linear regression equation (𝑟 =
0.686, 𝑝 = 0.0068) from reliable power law is shown as
in Figure 1. The coefficient 𝑎 was 10.3 when the exponent
(𝑏 = 11/9) for ideal power law was substituted in the
linear regression equation (𝑎 = −21.95𝑏 + 37.13). Thus, the
power law of time-specific rainfall kinetic energy by ideal
assumption is proposed as follows:
𝐸𝑘 = 10.3𝐼11/9 .

(24)

4. Evaluations and Discussions
We compared the relationship between existing empirical
equations and the ideal equation of rainfall power to evaluate
the availability as the universal power law.
The average value of rainfall energies calculated by 13
exponential functions [4, 17, 24, 28, 30–34] presented in
Table 1 was fitted with the result simulated by the ideal
power law of rainfall power (𝑎 = 10.3, 𝑏 = 11/9) in
Figure 2(a). The rainfall energy calculated by the ideal power
law was distributed within the range of standard deviation of
exponential functions. In case of rainfall intensity < 80 mm/h,
the average value by exponential functions was greater than
that of ideal power law while ideal power law had relatively
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0
0
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Mean energy by logarithmic functions
a = 10.3, b = 11/9

(a)

(b)
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6000
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100
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0

0
0
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100
120
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Mean energy by linear functions
a = 10.3, b = 11/9
(c)

0

20

40
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80
100
120
Rainfall intensity (mm/h)

Mean energy by power-law functions
a = 10.3, b = 11/9
(d)

Figure 2: Comparisons of time-specific rainfall kinetic energies calculated by the ideal power law and the exponential functions (a), the
logarithmic functions (b), the linear functions (c), and the power-law functions (d).

greater rainfall energy after 𝐼 > 100 mm/h as the exponential
function converges to the limited value in higher rainfall
intensity [3, 25].
Comparison between the ideal equation and 8 logarithmic functions [3, 13, 28, 34–37] is presented in Figure 2(b).
The average energy by logarithmic functions was relatively

greater than that of the ideal power law; however, the relative
difference was minor.
In case of linear functions with the lowest utilization as an
equation of rainfall kinetic energy, the average energy by the
linear functions [24, 28, 38–40] became smaller than that of
the ideal equation at 𝐼 > 90 mm/h, and the relative difference
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Figure 3: Comparison between time-specific kinetic energies calculated by empirical equations used in soil erosion models and timespecific kinetic energy simulated by universal power law according
to rainfall intensity.

was largest compared to other functions at the maximum
rainfall intensity (150 mm/h) (Figure 2(c)).
The rainfall energy simulated by the ideal power law
and the average rainfall energy calculated from power laws
[26, 28, 29, 33, 41, 42] showed the greatest deviation of
rainfall kinetic energy as shown in Figure 2(d). The average
energy calculated by 14 power laws excluding the maximum
and minimum kinetic energy equations shown in Table 1 is
approximated to the values from the ideal power law. The
mean exponent and coefficient deduced from existing power
laws were 1.221 ± 0.068 and 10.33 ± 2.16, respectively, which
coincide approximately with the exponent 11/9 and coefficient
10.3 of the ideal power law indicating universal power law.
To utilize the universal power law as an erosivity factor
of soil erosion models, it is necessary to conduct a comparative review throughout various rainfall kinetic energy
equations used in existing soil erosion models. USLE [13]
and EUROSEM [15] used logarithmic functions presented
by Wischmeier and Smith [13] and Brandt [19], respectively,
and RUSLE [14] and SEMMA [16] used exponential functions
developed by Brown and Foster [17] and Van Dijk et al. [20],
respectively. Comparison of results simulated from these
equations and ideal power law is shown in Figure 3. The
simulation results showed that universal power law appears
closer to logarithmic function of Wischmeier and Smith
[13]. With 𝐼 > 100 mm/h, its calculation was found to be
greater than other equations. However, the relative difference

Lee and Won, 2013—exponential
Lee and Won, 2013—logarithmic
Kim et al., 2010—power
Lim et al., 2012—exponential
Lim et al., 2012—power
a = 10.3, b = 11/ 9—power

Figure 4: Comparison of time-specific kinetic energies between
empirical equations presented in South Korea and universal power
law.

with these rainfall energy equations showed reasonable value
(4.8%).
The logarithmic, exponential, and power-law functions
of the rainfall kinetic energies calculated by continuous
DSD measurement data were presented by Kim et al. [42],
Lim et al. [33], and Lee and Won [34] in South Korea’s
representative sites. The rainfall kinetic energies simulated
from those equations and universal power law are shown in
Figure 4. The results simulated from power law by Lim et al.
[33] and exponential and logarithmic functions by Lee and
Won [34] showed relatively small difference as compared with
the values calculated by universal power law.
Comparison of the average rainfall kinetic energies
between various empirical equations and the universal equation was conducted to evaluate whether the universal power
law can be used as a representative power law of erosivity
factor on soil erosion. The relative difference between the
rainfall kinetic energies was calculated in range of 20 mm/h
≤ 𝐼 < 160 mm/h (Table 2). The relative difference was most
significant in case of a linear function at 𝐼 = 20 mm/h
while 𝐼 > 100 mm/h; the energy of universal power law was
found to be relatively greater. Power law showed the smallest
relative difference which had the average relative difference
of 0.06%. Moreover, exponential function used frequently
in soil erosion models had small average relative difference
(0.32%). Many studies confirmed that there is the maximum
value of rainfall kinetic energy and determined that the
exponential function with upper limit better describes the
relationship between rainfall kinetic energy and rainfall
intensity as compared to logarithmic, linear, and power-law
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Table 2: Relative differences in kinetic energy between universal power law and average kinetic energies evaluated by empirical equations.
Rainfall intensity
(mm/h)
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
Ave.
S.D.

Relative difference with
exponential function
(%)

Relative difference with
logarithmic function
(%)

Relative difference
with linear function
(%)

Relative difference
with power law
(%)

−5.40
−7.18
−5.09
−1.93
1.32
4.33
7.03
9.44
0.32
5.79

−12.96
−8.69
−5.67
−3.34
−1.46
0.13
1.49
2.69
−3.48
5.02

−22.61
−12.59
−5.17
0.27
4.48
7.88
10.72
13.13
−0.49
11.53

0.85
0.58
0.33
0.11
−0.09
−0.27
−0.43
−0.58
0.06
0.47

functions with no upper limit [3, 17, 21–25]. In addition, Van
Dijk et al. [20] proposed a general exponential equation based
on comprehensive measurement data by reviewing literature.
Actually, the kinetic energy of freefalling raindrops has the
upper limit due to limited maximum size of raindrop in the
order of 6–8 mm [2, 10, 52]. However, power law simulated
excessively in high rainfall intensity may be more useful
than exponential function in evaluating soil erosion because
sediment transport capacity of running water increases with
the rainfall kinetic energy. Interrill erosion model linked
to power-law relationship with rainfall intensity has been
adopted that the exponent of power law was approximated
by ≥2 [54–56]. Therefore, the universal power law that used
ideal assumption would take great advantages in utilization
as erosivity factor to determine a quantitative assessment of
soil erosion.

rainfall kinetic energy equations used in typical soil erosion
models showed that the relative difference was within 5%,
and there was no significant deviation in relationship with
equations of rainfall kinetic energy presented by DSD measurement. It was also confirmed that the relative differences in
the average rainfall kinetic energy between various empirical
equations and universal equation of rainfall power law were
not significant. These results prove that the universal power
law can represent the existing empirical power laws. There
was a trend that the kinetic energy by universal power law
had relatively overestimated as compared to other empirical
equations in 𝐼 > 100 mm/h. However, this result supports the
conclusion that it can be more useful in the development of
soil erosion models due to significant increase in sediment
yield by increasing transport capacity of surface runoff in the
high rainfall intensity (𝐼 > 100 mm/h).

5. Conclusion
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